The vision of a single priest, Vincent de Paul, in 17th-century France, has blossomed into a
worldwide enterprise that continues to change lives and shape societies for the better. Today
the work of the mission, though larger and more complex, remains constant. The simple human
exchange between teacher and student remains its most powerful tool. DePaul University
faces the challenges of the 21st century with the capacity to meet the needs of more students,
more communities, and more cultures than ever. To strengthen both its programs and its
engagement within society, and to live up to its promise of providing high-quality education for
first-generation and otherwise underserved students and communities, DePaul University and
its donor community are joining forces to ensure that the university’s mission — to shape the
dreams and aspirations of individuals, families and communities — will live on for generations.

Dreams are powerful. You cannot hold them in your hand. Yet, when realized,
they shape our world and make it better. Three hundred and fifty years after
his death, Vincent de Paul’s dream to improve the lives of others abides in the
students, faculty and alumni of DePaul University.
The Many Dreams, One Mission Campaign for DePaul University is an historic
$250 million undertaking to keep that dream alive well into the future. It signals
our commitment to DePaul’s urban Vincentian mission in an increasingly complex
world. The Campaign supports our fundamental values, assuring that our
distinctive education remains affordable for a cross section of students. It invests
in the best faculty and deepens our spiritual roots. It underwrites world-class
learning environments and helps us deliver on Vincent’s promise to not only do
good, but do it well.
By linking together the aspirations of our students, faculty and donors, the
Campaign will have deep impact on campus today and in geographies and
generations far beyond. Vincent said to the Daughters of Charity, “Love is
inventive unto infinity.” By that he meant that when our dreams are harnessed
to our mission, there is no end to where we can go, to what we can achieve.

Rev. Dennis H. Holtschneider, C.M.
President
DePaul University

Many
Dreams.
For more than 112 years, DePaul University has helped fulfill the dreams of generations.
Those dreams are shaped here with caring and rigor, by a Vincentian commitment
to excellence and service. There are those whose dreams evolve as they take the
opportunity DePaul provides to find their true calling. Students come from all stations
in life; as has always been the case at DePaul, many are the first in their family to
attend college. The Campaign for DePaul University will assure that all talented students
have access to a world-class education. Donors to this Campaign will help the dreams
of new generations come to fruition.
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EMPOWERiNG DREAMS.

Abby Damsky

DePaul remains a beacon for talented students who are the first in their families to attend
college. Some 50 years ago, Jim and Diane Czech were such students. It is a dream alive and
well at DePaul today, where nearly 40 percent of students are among the first in their families
to attend college. “My DePaul education was a game-changer for me,” says Jim Czech. “It
opened new worlds, provided skills and values, and rewarded me beyond my wildest dreams.”
Now the Czechs are fulfilling a dream by sustaining Vincentian values for future generations
of DePaul students through the Czech Vincentian Scholar Society Endowed Scholarship in
DePaul’s College of Commerce. “In this way we ask people to have a close look at community
and mission,” says Diane. “When these students go forth in their lives, they will help others
through their service and influence others with their leadership.”

“Some persons look and never see, others see and never look.”
St. Vincent de Paul
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MY DREAM.
The graduating class at Marwa Abed’s all-girl Islamic high school numbered just 27, and she
longed for a college experience that would bring her into contact with a diverse and vibrant
range of people and ideas. “As a child I had a restless intellect,” she recalls. “I couldn’t stop
moving. I couldn’t help but question things.” Part of Abed’s journey took her to DePaul, where
she sought an education that welcomed her spiritual tradition and explored others. “When
I first got here, I heard about St. Vincent, and saw pictures of him everywhere,” she says. “I
went home and researched Vincent and found he was a person who sought the glory of God
through service to others. I saw nothing incompatible with my practices. I, too, can walk in
footsteps of St. Vincent at my own pace and in my own way.”

“Your mere presence will touch their hearts.” St. Vincent de Paul
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EMPOWERiNG DREAMS.
Doug Crocker came to the Midwest from Massachusetts three decades ago and found “a great
place to live and do business.” As he built a career in real estate investment, he served as an
instructor in DePaul’s College of Commerce and was impressed by the students. “Everyone
who desires it should have access to the very best education, one that puts them on an equal
playing field and gives them a chance to grow and thrive,” he says. Attracting a diverse cross
section of top students and faculty depends in part on the generosity of people like Doug and
Cindy Crocker. They endowed the directorship of the Real Estate Center and have also made
a generous gift to the Many Dreams, One Mission Campaign to provide scholarship support
for future DePaul students. “Anyone who has a dream should have the opportunity to pursue
that dream,” Cindy says. “At DePaul, that’s what happens.”

“If we are faithful in small things, God will trust us
with things that are greater.” St. Vincent de Paul
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EMPOWERiNG DREAMS.
Well-known as leaders of highly successful business enterprises, Harrison Steans and Sue Gin
also are respected philanthropic leaders. At DePaul, Steans has led the effort to establish a
national model for service learning through the creation of the Steans Center, which actively
involves thousands of students in productive community outreach. Gin has co-chaired
successful fundraising campaigns that have supported the building of DePaul’s two premier
science buildings. Steans and Gin are presently leading the effort to secure scholarship
support for students from disadvantaged and underserved communities. “With its deep roots
throughout Chicago, DePaul University is uniquely positioned to recruit, support and retain
those talented students who may not have had resources or advantages,” says Steans. Gin
agrees: “DePaul has always been a place for the children of immigrants and others who
may not have had collegiate experience in their families. To fulfill that promise, we must
provide the resources these students need to succeed.”

“Charity is not charity if not accompanied by justice.”
St. Vincent de Paul
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empowering DREAMs.
Scholarships like the one provided by Navistar International CEO Dan Ustian make it possible
for student-athletes from many and diverse backgrounds to attend DePaul University. He
feels that athletics fits DePaul’s mission as both a path of opportunity for students and as
a showcase to the public of DePaul values and excellence. “Few places have been able to
balance high-level academics with athletics and opportunity,” says Ustian. “Lessons learned
through athletics can make a person more well-rounded. DePaul is a place where students
not only are educated, but have other outlets to come together as leaders, team players,
and as human beings.”

“We should strive to reciprocate the marks of kindness
and confidence we receive.” St. Vincent de Paul
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One
Mission.
Education changes the world. DePaul’s mission is the work of God, an instrument of
positive change in the world. The mission melds opportunity and excellence, service
to the individual and benefit to the larger community. It is manifested in boardrooms
and courtrooms, trading floors and classrooms, on stage and in communities across
the world. It was St. Vincent DePaul who said “It is not enough to do good. It must be
done well.” At DePaul, those who support that mission have an opportunity to extend
the excellence that has come before in preparing the future generations of students
who will change the world.
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supporting the Mission.
Gerald Beeson remembers the day he received the letter notifying him that he had received
a scholarship to DePaul. His father, a Chicago police officer who had sacrificed to send his four
children to Catholic schools, broke into tears. “It was his dream to see me have the opportunity
to attend college — especially at DePaul,” Beeson says. “It meant the world to him, and it has
made a life-changing difference to me and my family.” Beeson and his sister were the first
generation in their family to attend college, and DePaul provided the education that led Beeson
to a highly successful career in finance. Beeson and his wife Jennifer have made an historic gift
to fund scholarships at DePaul. “A central part of DePaul’s mission is to serve first-generation
and working-class students; my story is not unlike many others,” he says. Adds Jennifer:
“DePaul is a place where one generation helps support the next.”

“Nature demands that trees be deeply rooted
before they can bear fruit.” St. Vincent de Paul
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supporting the Mission.
As chairman and CEO of ComEd, Frank M. Clark has taken a particular interest in enhancing
education in Illinois, especially math and science curricula. That is one reason he co-chaired
DePaul’s recent initiative to construct the Monsignor Andrew J. McGowan Science Building
on DePaul’s Lincoln Park Campus. “The economic vitality of our region depends on quality
education and the development of a highly trained workforce in technical areas,” says Clark.
“DePaul University has done an extraordinary job of preparing students, especially women,
for careers in medicine and science. I believe DePaul is the very best at educating science
instructors, those teachers who will bring math and science literacy to new generations of
kids. These are important issues and we must rise to the challenge.”

“God makes use of the humblest instruments for
the extraordinary operation of His grace.” St. Vincent de Paul
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Fulfilling the Mission.
The International Human Rights Law Institute, led by retired Air Force Maj. Gen. Chuck
Tucker, works around the globe to advance justice. Its latest project: training 450 judges in
Afghanistan. “This institute provides extraordinary experience for anyone interested in human
rights law,” he says. For Tucker, the institute’s work is an example of mission in action.
“St. Vincent de Paul was a person who had his feet in different worlds. He was equally able
to deal with the poor and the wealthy. He dealt with the military and with people of peace.
He was a bridge and brought people together. The university that is his namesake continues
that tradition and that is why I chose to work and teach at DePaul.”

“May the radiance of your charity be a beaming light.”
St. Vincent de Paul
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SUPPORTIN G THE MISSI ON.
Bill Kusack knows the value of a DePaul MBA. He earned his 32 years ago, calling the
experience “exactly what I needed” to fuel a career change that eventually made
him managing director at JPMorgan Chase in Chicago. He remains a solid supporter of
the College of Commerce, both as a generous donor and as an advisor to the school
and its finance department. His dedication makes possible initiatives such as internships
and scholarships, both of which helped --------------- land her first job as a finance
operations analyst with JPMorgan Chase. “My dream in coming to DePaul was not just
to get an education or prepare for my profession, but also to shape myself as an adult.”

---------------

“The company of Charity is still alive.”
St. Vincent de Paul
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many
dreams.
one
mission.

Generations before have built the DePaul that we know. The Campaign for DePaul
University will help to assure that DePaul remains a force for change well into the future.
The Campaign’s objectives give permanence to the deeply rooted values that have
driven DePaul: a commitment to excellence, an openness to diversity, an impulse to
innovate and expand the bounds of education and art, a love for the intellectual life,
a desire to use one’s knowledge to better the world. DePaul educates the whole person,
mind and heart. The Campaign is inspired by remarkable things already achieved and
by the power and urgency of dreams yet to come.

Many Dreams. One Mission. The Campaign for DePaul University
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campaign goal: $250 Million

many dreams. one mission. the campaign for depaul University
Serving Dreams, Building Mission
The values that drive DePaul University go back three centuries before its
founding. The vision and energy of St. Vincent de Paul in 17th-century Paris
fashioned an enduring template for service and social progress in the Western
world. The university, as an embodiment of that spirit, has achieved remarkable
success in American higher education by uniting St. Vincent’s practical and

Scholarships

$100,000,000

Faculty

$36,950,000

Programs

$74,750,000

Facilities

$38,300,000

egalitarian values in an organized process of inquiry, human respect and academic
excellence. In much the same manner that St. Vincent’s mission grew in scale,
impact and reputation in Paris, DePaul University’s progress has been impelled
by answering the needs of its community through individual students. Not
incidental to its success is the fact that the university has attracted support for
its work from other committed members of the community.
A $100 Million Investment in Students
As the costs of higher education have risen over the decades, economic barriers
have remained a major factor in determining who is able to attend college. At
a time when a college degree and the attendant skills of lifelong learning have
become essential to economic success, DePaul University remains committed to
assuring that every student who seeks a DePaul education is able to afford it.
In its founding charter, DePaul opened its doors to students whose collegiate
opportunities were limited because of racial, religious and ethnic quotas.
Throughout its history, DePaul has offered a world-class education to all students
with great dreams, regardless of financial means. DePaul must be proactive in
assuring sufficient resources for deserving students.
The cornerstone of the Campaign for DePaul is $100 million dedicated to
scholarships, more than ever essential to enrollment for thousands of students
each year.

For Anthony Colon, a communication major
and the first member of his family to attend
college, financial aid has been critical. “It is
important to be able to focus on my studies
without so much pressure on my parents and
without worrying about taking out too many
student loans,” he says. Colon is the recipient
of a Mazza Foundation Scholarship.
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Substantial numbers of DePaul students work while attending classes. Most take
out loans. Many are the first to attend college in working-class and minority
families who may lack the discretionary income to set aside for higher education.
In fact, the availability of scholarships often determines whether scores of talented
young women and men can aspire to a DePaul degree without having to shoulder
a crippling financial burden.
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Federal and state governments are reducing funding for educational grants and
reducing or freezing student loan programs. Current global economic uncertainty
underscores the importance of assuring adequate resources for scholarships
and other financial assistance. Students and families should not have to sacrifice
educational quality, undergo additional hardship, take on crippling debt or
abandon their dreams.
Today, because of its commitment to affordability, the university enrolls students
from inner-city Chicago, its suburbs, every state in the union, and a growing
number from developing nations around the world. Sufficient resources for
student financial assistance will enable DePaul to continue to serve one of the
most diverse student populations of any private university in the nation, a mission
embraced at its founding.
An Investment in Excellence
The Campaign for DePaul will substantially increase the university’s ability to
attract top faculty, develop leading-edge academic programs, build much-needed
facilities, and create and enhance centers of academic excellence. A total of
$150 million will be invested through the Campaign to recruit and retain faculty
in all fields, to initiate critical capital projects that will create optimal teaching
environments and serve as gateways to the university for the community, and to
create centers of teaching and inquiry that directly engage urgent social issues
of the day and further extend DePaul’s rich Vincentian legacy.

A prominent Chicago journalist and former
publisher of Crain’s Chicago Business, Joe
Cappo teaches part time in DePaul’s College
of Communication. Along with his wife, Mary
Anne Cappo, he gives generously to student
scholarships. “The field of communication is
changing rapidly every day, and DePaul is at
the forefront of those changes,” he says.
“What hasn’t changed is DePaul’s commitment
to making sure that every talented student has
an opportunity to grow and succeed in life.”

Recruiting and Retaining the Best Faculty — $37M
Rapid enrollment growth over the past two decades enabled DePaul to hire faculty
from the nation’s best institutions, creating a productive circle of excellence that
in turn attracted more top students and faculty. With that period of rapid growth
winding down, the university must invest in the work of faculty to assure the level
of excellence remains consistent across all disciplines. Thoughtful investment in
these areas has created a national reputation for DePaul and raised the value of
a DePaul degree. In some areas, however, particularly commerce and law, DePaul
faces significant retirements and a national shortage of qualified faculty. The
university must aggressively enter this competitive market with the resources
necessary to hire and retain outstanding educators.
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Optimal Facilities for Campus and Community — $38M
Initial Campaign success opened the doors of the new Monsignor Andrew J.
McGowan Science Building, substantially driving DePaul forward academically.
The new facility, nationally recognized for its environmentally advanced design,
features classroom, laboratory and study space that keeps pace with accelerating
advances in science. Rising numbers of students are declaring majors in biology,
chemistry and environmental sciences, attracted to DePaul’s challenging programs
and state-of-the-art facilities.
The Campaign seeks further to provide cutting-edge facilities that meet the
demands of its nationally recognized music and theatre schools. Top-tier
performing arts programs that attract students from across the country and
around the world will soar in spaces designed to the highest academic and
aesthetic standards. In these new facilities, university productions that have
enriched the lives of Chicago’s arts patrons, school children and their families
Respected scholar Susanne Cannon holds
the Doug and Cynthia Crocker Endowed
Directorship of DePaul University’s Real Estate
Center. At the center, students and faculty
come together to conduct groundbreaking
research and cutting-edge classwork to address
issues in real estate investment and community
building. “The level of student engagement
is astounding, and my faculty colleagues are
deeply involved in critical areas of scholarship
and pedagogy,” she says. “The Campaign
will make important investments that enable
us to continue to attract and retain the next
generations of talented faculty.”

will be even more accessible as students hone and showcase their academic,
artistic and technical gifts.
Campaign support for new facilities will raise academic quality across all fields of
study and propel the DePaul educational experience to new levels of excellence.
New and Enhanced Academic and Outreach Programs — $75M
In keeping with its mission as an urban university and its Catholic and Vincentian
character, DePaul has always educated future community leaders in the principles
of service and global concern. At the beginning of a new millennium, the world
presents more challenges than ever before. The Many Dreams, One Mission
Campaign will help DePaul develop the innovative academic and co-curricular
programming needed to address some of Chicago’s deepest needs.
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New capacity and programs funded by the Campaign will strengthen DePaul’s
partnerships with P-12 educators and administrators in Chicago’s public and
Catholic schools, including developing math and science programs, improving the
content knowledge of teachers, and extending arts education into the community.
DePaul will continue to initiate and develop academic programs responsive to the
needs of Chicago’s marketplace. Our programs will focus on those professions that
provide a pathway from working-class to professional life: hospitality leadership,
entrepreneurship, the media, teaching, and real estate — always with an emphasis
on business and professional ethics.
The Campaign will enable DePaul to establish new and augment existing academic
programs that address the underserved, including programs in public service,
international human rights, Vincentian studies, social science research, affordable
housing, environmental science and law, and global Catholicism. The university
will expand outreach efforts in adult education and chronic illness programming.
DePaul will enhance performance spaces and programs that help fuel the arts in
Chicago. DePaul will support environmental sustainability through environmental
science programs and facilities that meet or exceed green standards. DePaul will
create centers for global Catholicism and Vincentian studies that will serve as
resources to both lay and religious scholars and to DePaul students as they study
the changing face of Catholicism in the world.

The Rev. John T. Richardson, C.M., DePaul’s
president from 1981 until 1993, oversaw a
period of increasing enrollment and a rise in
the university’s international reputation. “As
we serve the dreams and aspirations of new
generations, the support of friends who join
us in the mission will continue to be the key to
building on our achievements to serve even
more effectively,” he says.

The vision of a single priest, Vincent de Paul, in 17th-century France, has
blossomed into a worldwide enterprise that continues to change lives and shape
societies for the better. Today the work of the mission, though larger and more
complex, remains constant. The simple human exchange between teacher and
student remains its most powerful tool. DePaul University faces the challenges
of the 21st century with the capacity to meet the needs of more students, more
communities, and more cultures than ever. To strengthen both its programs
and its engagement within society, and to live up to its promise of providing
high-quality education for first-generation and otherwise underserved students
and communities, DePaul University and its donor community are joining forces
to ensure that the university’s mission — to shape the dreams and aspirations
of individuals, families and communities — will live on for generations.
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With the support of the Many Dreams, One Mission Campaign, DePaul is
creating new performing arts facilities commensurate with the top-tier programs
offered in the Schools of Music and Theatre. The facilities, shown opposite in
architectural renderings, are designed around the needs of students, faculty and
the community, and are tailored to the unique demands of high-level instruction,
rehearsal and performance.

Noted actress and playwright Charlayne Woodard (THE ’77, DHL ’06) is
among many accomplished alumni of DePaul’s Theatre School.
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Walter Parazaider (MUS ’69, DHL ’08) is a founding
member of the rock group Chicago and a graduate
of the School of Music.
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college of communication

$3,500,000

DePaul University established the College of Communication in 2008 to respond to
the unprecedented changes occurring in journalism, marketing and mass media in the
information age. Investment through the Campaign will help understand and shape the new
paradigm by funding systematic approaches to the student of all forms of communication,
and by providing new scholarship resources that will help support students.

school of education

In its remarkable history, and with its distinctive mission, DePaul University has
touched countless lives in Chicago and around the world. The landmark Campaign
for DePaul University will strengthen the institution and extend its impact through
initiatives that benefit students throughout the university. It will support faculty
and programs in all academic areas, and promote investment in special areas that
are at the heart of DePaul’s spirit and mission.

access and attainment

$25,500,000

The university’s commitment to student access is grounded in its Vincentian mission and the
evidence of the historical record. DePaul seeks additional funding for talented students from
underrepresented populations with demonstrated need, and support for programs in the
newly created Center for Access and Attainment that are designed to ensure clear pathways
and support for academic success.

athletics

$15,300,000

DePaul Athletics has long provided an avenue of opportunity, support and excellence for
a diverse community of student-athletes, adding to the vibrancy of the DePaul experience.
The Campaign will provide scholarship support for student-athletes, address pressing
facility needs, and help provide the resources that make athletics programs strong and
self-sustaining.

catholic and vincentian identity

$5,000,000

Catholic and Vincentian values have shaped the work and distinctive educational approach of
DePaul University and are woven into the programs, curriculum and community engagement
that make DePaul distinctive. The Campaign will promote investment in DePaul as a global
center of Vincentian scholarship and a U.S. leader in the study of world Catholicism, and
strengthen programs of community service in the Catholic tradition.

college of computing and digital media

$4,000,000

DePaul is a leader in academic innovation that keeps pace with the educational needs of the
students and communities it serves. Campaign resources will add momentum and vibrancy to
the dynamic fields of information technology and digital media by attracting top faculty and
talented students, strengthening areas of excellence, and providing scholarship resources for
diverse and meritorious students.

college of commerce

$80,000,000

The College of Commerce has long been a respected and prolific producer of successful
accountants, financiers and entrepreneurs, and in recent years has climbed in national
rankings as one of the top business schools in the country. The Campaign will help to extend
that arc of excellence while strengthening the school’s traditional role as a place where a
diverse range of students not only succeed, but excel. Investments in the college will help
to attract and retain the next generation of top faculty in a highly competitive marketplace,
strengthen areas of excellence, and provide scholarship support for a talented and diverse
student body.
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$6,000,000

More teachers are educated at DePaul than any other private university in Illinois, and the
university has a broad impact on improving both public and parochial schools in Illinois
through programs of research, mentoring and direct engagement with community schools.
Campaign gifts will support a wide array of programs aimed at preparing the best urban
educators of the future, strengthening partnerships with public and private school districts
throughout the region, and providing scholarships and fellowships to undergraduate and
graduate students.

college of law

$30,000,000

DePaul University College of Law is distinguished by its service to Chicago’s legal community,
the students who aspire to join it and rising national rankings. This Campaign strengthens
the college’s programs and reputation through bold investment in student scholarships and
recognized areas of excellence that will spur recruitment of talented students and first-rate
legal faculty, and continue to advance the tradition of service to a diverse, world-class city.

college of liberal arts & sciences

$36,000,000

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is at the heart of the DePaul experience; the
significant growth of DePaul over the past 20 years has extended its distinctive mission in
ways that its 19th-century founders could not have dreamed. As Chicago’s population grows
most rapidly among low-income and immigrant families, and among families which have
never had the college experience, the Campaign will provide resources for scholarships, new
facilities and programs, and first-rate faculty to assure that a diverse cross section of students
continue to receive a first-rate education.

school for new learning

$5,000,000

Innovative programs and approaches to learning pioneered by the School for New Learning
have brought the school national accolades by helping underserved, nontraditional students
overcome obstacles to college and graduate degrees. Investments through the Campaign will
help the school hone its expertise and expand its areas of excellence, broaden its outreach
programs, and provide financial aid to students looking to move forward and improve
their lives.

performing arts

$33,000,000

DePaul University’s performing arts programs have educated thousands of professionals
who populate stages and orchestra pits, film and television screens, and sound and
lighting booths across the world. The School of Music and The Theatre School — both
world-renowned, conservatory-based programs — have achieved international reputations
and recruiting power while based in facilities that are far under-equipped compared to
comparable programs. The Campaign will fund the construction of world-class educational
and performance venues that will provide students with optimal learning experiences and
enable the schools to expand outreach to the community by enlarging an already extensive
schedule of performance and educational activities for children and adults.

fund for depaul

$6,700,000

Unrestricted funds are essential to maintaining and improving academic programs, student
financial aid, and the university’s physical and educational infrastructure. Such funding
enables the university to respond flexibly to new opportunities, changes in disciplines, and
the short-term emergency needs of individual students and families.
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campaign steering committee
honorary campaign chair

members

The Honorable Richard M. Daley

Mr. James A. Barnash
Mr. William E. Bennett

campaign co-chairs
Mr. Gerald A. Beeson
Mr. Frank M. Clark
Mr. Douglas Crocker, II
Ms. Mary A. Dempsey
Mr. William E. Hay

Mrs. Sunny A. Chico
Mr. Robert A. Clifford
Ms. Connie R. Curran
Mr. James L. Czech
Mr. James M. Denny, Sr.
Dr. Patricia O. Ewers
Mr. Jonathan F. Fanton
Ms. Sue L. Gin
Rev. Paul L. Golden, C.M.
Mr. Jack M. Greenberg
Mrs. Mary Pat Gannon Hay
Ms. Sondra A. Healy
Mr. James M. Jenness
Mr. Jeffrey J. Kroll
Ms. Patricia J. Parson
Mr. George L. Ruff
Mr. Bertram L. Scott
Rev. Charles F. Shelby, C.M.
Mr. John B. Simon
Mr. Daniel Ustian

“Say little; do much.”

Mrs. Joanne Velasquez

St. Vincent de Paul

Mr. Ernest R. Wish
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